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Bridge to /EL TS Course_ map ;J;
b

:7;;� Key: Reading (R); Speaking (S); Listening (L); Writing (W) 

UNIT/ TITLE PAGE TEST PRACTICE GRAMMAR 

1 Home 
Introduction: '0-week' 

2 Festivals 
Introduction: Carnivals 

Review 1 

l Teamwork 
Introduction: The 
first-year student 
experience 

4 Education 
Introduction: 
International student 
prize 

Review2 

5 Buildings and cities 
Introduction: 
Describing buildings 

6 Work 
Introduction: Student 
volunteers 

Review3 

7 Urban sports 
Introduction: Urban 
hunt 

8 The natural world 
Introduction: Travel 
experiences 

9 Family 
Introduction: Family 
celebration 

Review4 

1 0 Conservation 
Introduction: Earth 
Day 

11 Design 
Introduction: 
The Supermileage 
competition 

12 Plans and predictions 
Introduction: After the 
course 

Reviews 

6 R: Making Friends: true / false questions 
S: describing a room 
L: multiple-choice questions 
W: a personal description 

14 R: New Year in Australia: short answer questions 
S: a special day or event 
L: multiple-choice questions 
W: describing a festival 

----

Present simple of be 

there is I there are 

Present simple 

Present simple questions 
and short answers 

22 

24 

Grammar: question forms; present tense Vocabulary: making friends; positive and negative adjectives 

32 

40 

R: Teamwork: matching headings and paragraphs Adverbs of frequency 
S: a person you admire 
L: true/ false questions can I can't for ability 
W: describing a good leader 

R: Choices in today's education: multiple choice questions 
L: table completion 
S: my studies 
W: describing graphs and trends 

Present continuous 

Present continuous and 
present simple 

Grammar: can; present simple; present continuous Vocabulary: character adjectives; academic subjects 

42 L: summary completion Past simple of be 
R: The Eiffel Tower: matching summaries with paragraphs 
S: a special building 
W: describing a city 

50 R: I need a job: true/ false questions 
L: multiple-choice questions 
S: a rewarding experience 
W: discussing the benefits of doing a part-time job 

Past simple: regular verbs 

Past simple: questions 

Past simple: irregular verbs 

58 
Grammar: past tense questions with be; past tense irregular verbs; linking with so 
Vocabulary: adjectives to describe buildings; phrases about work 

60 

68 

76 

R: Parkour: matching headings and paragraphs 
L: table completion 
S: my favourite sport 
W: describing a chart 

R: The changing environment of Australia: multiple-choice questions 
L: multiple selection 
S: a special place of natural beauty 
W: discursive essay (1 ): The advantages and disadvantages 
of tourism 

R: Living in the Blue Zone: matching summaries and paragraphs 
L: true / false questions 
S: an important life event 
W: describing a table 

have to for obligation: 
can I can't for permission 

need 

Present perfect with ever 
and never 
Past simple 
Present perfect with for 
and since 

Present simple passive 

Passive and active verbs 

84 Grammar: passive and active Vocabulary: family relationships; the natural world 

86 R: Managing water supplies: labelling 
L: multiple-choice questions 
S: an environmental problem 
W: problem / solution essay 

94 R: Think big: labelling 
L: multiple selection 
S: my favourite thing 
W: comparison essay 

102 L: Yes / No / Not given 
R: Where's the classroom gone?: matching headings and paragraphs 
S: my plans for the future 
W: discursive essay (2): The future of education 

Countable and uncountable 
nouns / some and any 

how much I how many 

Comparatives 

Superlatives 

going to 

will (not) 

110 Grammar: countable nouns comparative and superlative adjectives; going to; will Vocabulary: nouns
from verbs 

Writing bank pages 112-123 Assignments-Communication bank pages 124-127 
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READING 

1 Complete the dialogue. Use the words below. 2 �ID Listen and check your answers. Then work 
in groups of three and practise the dialogue. 

fine 
Nice 

Ana: 
Sergei: 
Ana: 
Sergei: 
Ana: 
Eva: 

Sergei: 
Eva: 

Sergei: 
Eva: 

Hello How meet 
student this well 

1 
___ , Sergei! 

new 
from 

Hi, Ana! 2 
___ are you? 

I'm 3 
___ , thanks. And you? 

I'm very 4 
---, thanks. 

Sergei 5 
___ is Eva. She's from Argentina. 

Hello, Sergei. 6 
___ to meet you. 

Nice to 7 
___ you too! I'm 8 

___ Russia. 
Are you a 9 

___ student? 

Yes, I am. 

I'm a new 10 
___ too! 

3 

4 

Read the text and answer the questions. 

1 How many universities are there in Australia? 

2 Who is 0-week for? 

Read the text again and choose Y (yes) or N (no). 

1 Is Australia a young country? Y / N 

2 Is 0-week in the second week of 
the academic year? Y / N 

3 Are some students from other countries? Y / N 

4 Are the host students new students? Y / N 

T
here are many reasons to study here! Australia is a very young and exciting 

country. There are 41 universities here and so there are many different courses 

to choose from! The teachers and the students are very friendly. Are you from 

another country? Don't worry! Many students here aren't from Australia either. 

They're from many different countries too. 

The first week of the academic year at our universities is 0-week. It's a time to meet 

people, make friends and have fun! 0-week isn't a time to study! Student hosts are 

here to help you. They are students who know the university well. So ... Australia is 

a great place for you to live and learn! Australia is THE place to be! 
·-

D Unit 7 Home



LISTENING 

1 �ll Listen to two students, Fouad and Agnes, 
talking at the 0-Week meeting. Tick the things 
they talk about. 

A weather 
B food 
C clothes 

D 

D 

D 

D family 
E friends 

D 

D 

2 �TI) Listen again and choose the correct answers. 

1 Fouad is in the ... department. 
a science b business c art 

2 Fouad and Agnes are in ... 
a Australia. b Canada. 

3 Yibo is from ... 
a China. b Japan. 

4 The barbeque is on ... 
a Thursday. b Friday. 

c Germany. 

c Saudi Arabia. 

c Saturday. 

Living /El TS 

INTRODUCING PEOPLE 

�13) Listen and put the sentences in order. 

D 
D 
D 

Hello, Fouad. Nice to meet you too. 
Hi, Yibo. Nice to meet you. 
Fouad, this is Yibo. Yibo, this is Fouad. 
Yibo's a science student too. 

Work in groups of three. Introduce each other. 

Search 

GRAMMAR 

PRESENT SIMPLE OF BE

You use the verb be to give infomation about 
yourseH, other people, things and places. 

Australia is a ve,y young and exciting country. 
0-week isn't a time to study.
The teachers and the students are friendly.
Many students aren't from Australia.
Are you from another country?

The form of be is different for different personal 
pronouns. 

lam 
You I we I they are 
He/she/it is

GRAMMAR REFERENCE PAGE 138 
� 

1 Complete with the corred fom of be.

1 Berlin __ in Germany. It's the capital city. 
2 Fouad and Yibo __ in Melbourne. 
3 They __ (not) in the art department. 
4 I __ (not) from Australia. 
5 Agnes __ (not) from Australia. 
6 She __ from Germany. 

2 Put the words in order to make questions. 

1 German / he / Is ? 
2 Are / a / student / new / you ? 
3 she / from / China / Is ? 
4 they / Are / the / tour / on ? 
5 Yibo / Is / your / name ? 

3 Complete the answers using the words below. 
Then match the answers with the questions in 
activity 2. 

are aren't isn't It's She's 

a Yes, I ___ My name's Fouad. 
b Yes, she is. __ from Beijing. 
c No, it isn't __ Agnes. 
d No, he ___ He's Saudi. 
e Yes, they ___ It's their first day at university! 

Unit 1 Home D 



PRONUNCIATION 

VOWEL SOUNDS - /o/ /ei/ /ai/

1 �]A) Listen and match the words with the sounds. 
1 what a /ai/ 
2 name b /o/ 
3 C /ei/ 

2 �Ts] Listen and put the words in the table. 

/o/ lei/ fail 

3 Practise saying the words. 

VOCABULARY 

MAKING FRIENDS 

1 Match the words to make phrases. 
1 
2 
3 

4 
5 
6 

chat
� 

a 
meet b 
say c 
start d 
go out e 
introduce f 

yourself to someone 
hello 
a conversation 
people 
to someone 
with friends 

2 Complete the sentences using phrases from 
activity 1. 
1 It's easy to __ when you meet someone for 

the first time. You say your name! 
2 I __ or Hi when I meet friends in the street. 
3 You can __ with someone by smiling, saying 

hello and making eye contact. 
4 I __ at the weekends - we go to the cinema 

or go shopping. 
5 If you __ you talk in a friendly, informal way 

with them. 
6 Clubs are good places to __ and have fun. 

Ill Unit 7 Home

READING 

1 Match the pictures with the words below. 

sports club Internet band choir 

2 Read the text and number the pictures in activity 1 
in the order they are mentioned. 

A There are new people to meet everywhere - the 
person who is next to you in a class or someone 
who is in front of you in the lunch line. There 
are many different ways to start a conversation 

5 with someone new, but it is always a good idea 
to smile and make eye contact before you begin. 
Just say 'hello' and ask questions like, 'Where are 
you from?'. The weather is always a good topic 
for conversation. You can say, 'It's a nice day, isn't 

10 it?'. It's important to keep the conversation light 
and it's also a good idea to follow a 30/70 pattern 
during small talk when possible. This is 30% 
talking and 70% listening. 



B The Internet is a great way to get to know 
15 people and make friends. It isn't always 

necessary for friends to have common 
interests. Some good friends are people who 
are very different from each other! However, 
it's easy to spend a lot of time online with 

20 someone who you think is a friend and then 
find there's no chance to meet them because 
of time and distance. 

C Sports clubs are great places to keep healthy 
and make friends at the same time. They are 

25 not just for people who are good at playing a 
sport - they are for everyone. The important 
thing is to enjoy what you do and have fun. 
A sports team isn't the only way to a good 
social life. If you play a musical instrument or 

30 sing, there are bands or choirs you can join too. 

;J;
b

:7;;� 
3 Choose T (true) or F (false). 

1 There are two ways to start a conversation. T / F 
2 It is a good idea to talk about serious topics 

when you meet someone new. T / F 
3 It is more important to listen than to talk. T / F 
4 Most good friends are very different from 

each other. T / F 
5 The Internet is not always a good way to 

make friends. T / F 
6 A sports team is the best way to meet new 

friends. T / F 

4 Read the text again and circle TWO answers. 

5 

1 When you meet someone new it is important to ... 
a smile. 

b laugh. 
c make eye contact. 

2 Good places to get to know new people are ... 
a not easy to find. 
b online. 
c clubs. 

3 Sports clubs are ... 
a fun. 
b for everyone. 
c for people who like team sports only. 

Find the words in the text and choose the correct 
meaning. 

1 Small talk (line 12) is ... 
a polite conversation about everyday things like 

the weather. 
b conversation about serious topics. 

2 A common interest (line 16) is ... 
a an activity which you share with another 

person. 
b an activity you like to do by yourself. 

3 If you live at a distance (line 22) from something, 
you live ... 
a far. 
b near. 

4 If you have a good social life (line 28) you are ... 
a usually at home by yourself. 
b often out with people and having fun. 

o;scussjon 

Work in pairs. Ask and answer the questions. 

1 Which is the best way to make friends? Why? 

2 What do you talk about when you meet new people? 

Unit 7 Home D 



VOCABULARY 

ADJECTIVES TO DESCRIBE ROOMS 

1 Match the pictures with the words below. 

flat house student hall bedsit 

2 Look at the words below. Which can you use to 
describe the following things? 

big bright cold 
comfortable noisy 
warm quiet dark 

a chair 
• a bed

• a room
• a house or flat

uncomfortable 
small tidy 

l Put the words in activity 2 in pairs of opposites. 
Which word has no opposite? 

4 Choose the correct answers. 

It's a very hard chair - it's very comfortable I 
uncomfortable. 

2 There's a lot of light in this room - it's very dark I 
bright. 

3 It's very quiet/ noisy near her flat. It's next to a 
busy road. 

4 It's a very small I large flat so there isn't much 
space. 

5 Her flat isn' t very tidy I cold. Her books are 
everywhere! 

6 It's very cold I warm in here. Can I open the 
window? 

Work in pairs. Which place in the photos would 
you most like to live in? Why? 

IIiJ Unit 7 Home



LISTENING 

1 �}:6) Listen to Hassan and Etsuko talking about 
where they live. Choose the correct answers. 

1 Hassan is talking to a student from ... 

a Egypt. 
b Japan. 

c Australia. 

2 His home is ... 

a near the university. 
b far from the university. 

c at the university. 

3 Etsuko is in a ... 
a student hall. 

b house. 
C flat. 

4 There is a ... near her home. 

a park 

b shopping centre 

c station 

2 �T6] Listen again and tick the things 
they mention. 

bed D 
lamp D 
window D 

G 

bookshelves D 
sofa 
laptop 

D 
D 

desk D 
table D 

GRAMMAR 

THERE IS / THERE ARE 

You use there is with singular nouns and there are 

with plural nouns. 

There is a sofa. There isn't a desk. 

There are three rooms. There aren't bookshelves. 

Is there a desk? Yes, there is. I No, there isn't 

Are there bookshelves? Yes, there are. / No, there

aren't 

GRAMMAR REFERENCE PAGE 138 
� 

1 Choose the correct words. 

1 There is I There are a table in Hassan's room. 

2 There is I There are a sofa in Hassan's room. 

3 There is I There are a park near Etsuko's home. 

4 There is I There are three rooms in Hassan's flat. 

2 Complete the questions with Is there / 
Are there. 

1 __ three people in Hassan's room? 

2 __ a lot of noise in Etsuko's room? 

3 __ a laptop in Hassan's room? 
4 __ bookshelves in Etsuko's room? 

3 Put the words in order to make questions. 

1 big / window / there / Is / your / room / 
in/ a ?

2 there / Are / shops / home / near/ your ? 

3 your / home / Is / quiet/ very ? 

4 it / to / place / live / Is / a / good ? 

4 Complete the answers with the words below. 
Then match the answers with the questions in 
activity 3. 

is There's isn't there 

a Yes, there are. __ a big shopping centre. 

b Yes, it --· It's right in the centre of the city. 

c Yes, __ is. There's a lovely view. 

d No, it--· It's very noisy. 

5 Work in pairs. Ask and answer the questions in 
activity 3. 

Unit 7 Home m 



LISTENING 

1 Label the picture with the words in the box. Then 
group the words under two headings: people 
and things. 

clown float stall kite mus1c1an 
puppet performer acrobat 

2 Read the poster and answer the questions. 

What is the name of the festival? D 
2 When is it? D 
3 Where does it happen? D 
4 What time does it start? D 
5 How much does it cost? D 

3 �IIT] Listen to two friends, Fouad and Jing, 
talking about the Festival of the Winds. Tick the 
questions in activity 2 that they answer. 

4 �TI]] Listen again and choose TWO answers. 

1 How often does the festival take place? 

a every spring 

b once a year 

c every two years 

2 Who takes part in the festival? 

a kite fliers 

b kite makers only 

c people from all over the world 

3 Which activity does Fouad want to do? 

a make a kite 

b watch a dance show 

c visit the food stalls 

4 How do Fouad and Jing decide to go to the festival? 

a by car 

b by train 

c by bus 

� 
Sydney's most colourful 

kite flying festival 

II] Unit 2 Festivals

Sunday 9th September 

11am-4pm Bondi Beach FREE! 
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VOCABULARY 

1 Make nouns from these verbs. 

1 direct 
2 inform 

3 suggest 
4 educate 

2 Make verbs from these nouns. 
1 pollution 3 production ___ _ 
2 destruction ___ _ 4 decision 

3 Match the words with the definitions. 

expensive 
inefficient 

dangerous exciting 
old-fashioned 

1 something that costs a lot of money: ___ _ 
2 the opposite of modern: ___ _

3 a situation or something that can hurt you: ___ _ 
4 something that doesn't work very well: ___ _ 
5 not boring: ___ _ 

4 Complete the advert with these verbs. 

earn have make do 

Why not 1 
____ an internship? You can 2 

___ _ 

fun, meet new people and 3 
____ money. Don't 

wait till the end of the year - 4 
____ plans now. 

REVISING VOCABULARY 

1 Work in pairs. Say how often and how you 
revise vocabulary. 

2 Read the passage and underline the ideas you 
would like to try. 

Revising and remembering new vocabulary is 
an important skill. A wide range of vocabulary is 
tested in the IELTS examination. You can revise 
anywhere and any time: at home, on the way to 
college or at college. When your class finishes, go 
over your notes and decide which words you need 
to remember. Before the next class go over your 
notes from the last class. At the end of the week, 
make a list of words and test yourself or work with J a partner and test each other. 

1 3 Choose a vocabulary set from the book. 

·�.r;b:�:;c»-- --- -�

4 

5 

6 

Br;dge to IELTS 

SPEAKING TEST PREPARATION 

1 Read the text and complete the table. 

part activity time 
2 

1 introduction and minutes 

2 3 3 minutes 

3 4 3-4 minutes

Speaking test 
The speaking test has three parts: introduction 
and interview, individual long turn and discussion. 
Part one takes four to five minutes. The examiner 
will ask you some general questions about 
yourself. In part two, the examiner gives you a 
task card. You have one minute to make notes 

2 

on the topic. Then you talk about the topic for 
two minutes. The last part is a short discussion 
with the examiner for three to four minutes. You 
have practised all parts of the speaking test with 
Bridge to IELTS. 

Work in pairs. Think of three ways you can 
practise your speaking skills outside the class. 

Divide the words into three groups. Use colours 
to help you. 

a important words 
b words I may need later 
c words I only want to understand 

Put the words from the groups into a table. 

I can Try again I can 
remember one week remember 
this word. later. this word. 

extinct X ./ ./ 

Test yourself one week later. Did you remember 
the word? Put a tick. Do you need to do more 
revision? Put a cross and test yourself again at 
the end of the week. 

�:"·· 

Review Units 1 O, 11 and 12 [DJ 



Writin bank 

1 HOME 

WRITING AN EMAIL DESCRIBING 
ACCOMMODATION AND LOCAL AMENITIES 
(INFORMAL) 

Mohammed is going to stay with 
Ben Fletcher's family in cambridge 
in the UK. He wants to know 
about the accommodation 
and sends an email asking for 
information. 

Email 

Can you tell me about your house and 
the local area? 

1 Read Mr Fletcher's reply and choose the coned 
answers. 

Dear Mohammed 
The house is small. There is a living room and 
there are three bedrooms. It is near the city 
centre. Near the house there is a swimming 
pool and there are some restaurants. 
Best wishes 
Ben Fletcher 

1 The house is ... 

a small. 

b medium-size. 

C big. 

2 There are ... bedrooms. 

a two 

b three 

c four 

3 The house is ... the city centre. 

a near 

b far from 

C in 

4 There is a ... near the house. 

a swimming pool 

b library 

c cafe 

5 There are some ... near the house. 

a offices 

b restaurants 

c shops 

[IE Writing bank 

Ines is moving to Melbourne, 
Australia to live in Alice 
Connor's house . 

..,,(,..,.0¢:!-., ==--��=='==E-m.ail 

Dear Mrs Connor 
1 Can you tell me about the room and 
· the local area?

Ines

2 Look at Mrs Connor's notes and complete her email. 

R.flo11,v. 
• b0 I lwtMe- iAt, tlu.,

city ceni;re,
bed./ 
boofakeLvu ./ 
Loudar� 

park./
r/w�./ 

' Dear Ines 
. The r_ is b_. There is a 

b_ and there are b_. The 
house is i_ the city centre. 
Near the house there is a 
p_ and there are some s_. 
Regards 
Alice Connor 

Erika is moving to Cape Town 
in South Africa to live in 
Sanjita Malik's house. 

Email 

Dear Mrs Malik 
Can you tell me about the room and 
the local area? 
Erika 

3 Look at Mrs Malik's notes and write an email reply 
from her to Erika. 

R(l"CU,l: 

�-u:ua I 
near the cify centre 
TVr.et-./ 
DVD,./ 
Lo-ca/ area: 
�./ 
r4WfX.t' 

-, t..JL .. B.ii#l);:a s iffi! .. L .. __ _ ,.J ,._,, . .1 J. 

Describing a room 
There is a (sofa) 
There are (some bookshelves) 

Describing local amenities 
There is a park 
There are some shops 



UNIT 2 FESTIVALS 
STUDENT A 

Read about the Festival of Colour. 

The Festival of Colour is one of the largest festivals 
in India. It takes place in March. It's a fun day when 
people throw paint and coloured water on each 
other! 

UNIT 5 BUILDINGS AND CITIES 
STUDENT A

Read the notes about the Ostankino Tower. 
Use the information to make sentences. Then tell 
Student B about it. 

The Ostankino Tower 
in Moscow 
they / start to build / in 1963 
540 metres high - the third tallest building in 
the world 
they / use / concrete 
they / complete / four years 

UNIT6 WORK 
STUDENT A

Ask and answer the questions you wrote in activity 5. 
Read the notes about a job. Answer Student B's 
questions. 
Then ask Student B questions about a different job. 

What: bar tender 
Where: restaurant 
When: two years ago 
How long: six weeks 
What: take orders and prepare drinks 

[EE Assignments 

UNIT 7 URBAN SPORTS 
STUDENT A

Tell Student B about this sport or game. Student B 
decides which sport or game it is. Then guess Student 
B's sport or game. 

• two players Yol.A need -two plo.yeY's. 
• a quiet place
• to be fast
• to be very clever

a board and pieces
Answer: chess 

UNIT 8 THE NATURAL WORLD 
STUDENT A

Read the information about a lake and answer 
Student B's questions. 
Then ask Student B questions. 

Lake Biwa is the biggest lake in Japan. It is famous 
for its beauty. However, over the past few years 
it has become smaller in size and has become 
polluted by industrial waste. 

UNIT 12 PLANS AND PREDICTIONS 
This is the information about you. Take tums asking 
questions and answering the other student's questions. 

Student C ____ _ 

travel 
America 
two months 

what where how long 

travel America two months 

UNIT 12 PLANS AND PREDICTIONS 
This is the information about you. Take tums asking 
questions and answering the other student's questions. 

Student D ____ _ 

exchange programme 
University of Glasgow 
six months 

what where how long 

exchange 
programme University of Glasgow six months 



lrre u/or verbs 

INFINITIVE PAST SIMPLE PAST PARTICIPLE 

;.r;

b

;=,L)1 
INFINITIVE PAST SIMPLE PAST PARTIC.LE 

be was/were been let let let 

become became become lie lay lain 

begin began /brgren/ begun /b1gA11/ lie (not tell the truth) lied lied 

bet bet bet lose /lu:z/ lost lost 

bite /bart/ bit bitten /b1t�n/ make made made 

blow /bfau/ blew /blu:/ blown /bl�un/ mean meant meant 

break broke broken meet met met 

bring brought fbr:,a/ brought pay /per/ paid /pe1d/ paid 

build /bdd/ built /bdt/ built prove proved proven/proved 

burn burnt burnt put put put 

buy bought fb:,:t/ bought read /ri:d/ read /red/ read /red/ 

catch caught /k.'J:t/ caught ride rode ridden 

choose chose /t'j�uz/ chosen ring rang /rrerJ/ rung /rMJ/ 

come came come run /rA11/ ran /rren/ run 

cost cost cost say /se1/ said /sed/ said 

cut cut cut see saw /s:,:/ seen 

do did done sell sold sold 

draw / dr:,:/ drew /dru:/ drawn /dr:,:n/ send sent sent 

dream dreamt dreamt set set set 

drink drank/drreIJk/ drunk /drAl)k/ shoot shot shot 

drive drove driven show showed shown 

eat ate /ert/ eaten /i:t�n/ shut shut shut 

fall /fa:l/ fell /fel/ fallen /fa:l�n/ sing sang /sreIJ/ sung /sMJ/ 

feel /fi:l/ felt /felt/ felt sink sank /sreIJk/ sunk /sAl)k/ 

fight /fait/ fought /fo:t/ fought sit sat sat 

find found /faund/ found sleep slept slept 

flee flew flown slide slid slid 

fly /fla1/ flew /flu:/ flown /fl�un/ speak spoke spoken 

forget forgot forgotten spell spelt spelt 

forgive forgave forgiven spend spent spent 

freeze froze frozen spoil spoilt spoilt 

get got got spread /spred/ spread spread 

give gave given stand stood stood 

go went been/gone steal stole stolen 

grow /gr-;;Ju/ grew /gru:/ grown / gr�un/ stick stuck /stAk/ stuck 

hang /hreIJ/ hung /hAIJ/ hung strike /strark/ struck /strAk/ struck 

have had had swear swore sworn 

hear /h.I�/ heard /h3:d/ heard /h3:d/ swim swam /swrem/ swum /swAm/ 

hide hid hidden /h1d�n/ take /te1k/ took /tuk/ taken /te1bn/ 

hit hit hit teach taught /t:,:t/ taught 

hold held held tell told told 

hurt /h3:t/ hurt hurt think thought /0:,:tf thought 

keep kept kept throw /0r�u/ threw /0ru:/ thrown /0r�un/ 

know /n�u/ knew /nju:/ known /n�un/ understand understood understood 

lay /lei/ laid laid wake woke /w-;;Juk/ woken /w�uk�n/ 

lead /li:d/ led /led/ led wear /we�/ wore /w:,:/ worn /w:,:n/ 

learn /13:n/ learnt learnt win won /wAll/ won 

leave left left write wrote written /nt:m/ 

lend lent lent 

[m Irregular verbs 



Bridge to 

Pre-intermediate-Intermediate Band 3.5 to 4.5 

Student's Book 

Bridge to IELTS is specially designed for students planning to take an IELTS 
preparatory course in the future. The course bridges the gap between general 
English and the IELTS test and helps students to: 

• build a solid grammar and vocabulary base

• develop reading, writing, speaking and listening skills

• understand the IELTS exam by doing IELTS-type tasks and practice activities

• develop key study skills.

Key feature What does it do? Here's an example 

Living, IELTS
Teaches students key functional language they will 

See page 15 
need in the speaking test 

Discussion 
Provides extra opportunities to prepare for the 

See page 69 
speaking test 

Bridge to IELTS 
Teaches students how to recognise and then perform 

See page 48 
IELTS task types, e.g. guided summary completion 

Writing skills Helps students to build simple texts See page 67 

Reviews 
Allows students to revisit and reuse regularly ' See pages 110-11 1 
grammar and vocabulary they have studied 

Study skills 
Helps students think about how they learn and 

See page 41 
become more effective learners 

Writing bank 
Writing lessons help students to analyse basic texts 

See page 113 
and use them to develop their own writing skills 

Grammar Gives clear grammar summaries and extra practice 
See page 141 

reference activities 

By successfully completing this course students will be able to move confidently 
into an IELTS preparation course such as Achieve IELTS or IELTS Express. 

NATIONAL 
GEOGRAPHIC 
LEARNING 

(ENGAGE 

Learning· 

National Geographic Learning, a part of (engage Learning, publishes materials for 
EFL/ESL, reading and writing, science, social studies, and assessment, spanning 
early childhood through adult. Visit ngl.cengage.com 

Additional Bridge components 

Workbook 
ISBN: 978- l- l 33-31896-5 

Teacher's Book 
ISBN: 978- l- l 33-31749-4 

Class Audio CDS 
ISBN: 978- l-133-31822-4 

ExamView CD-ROM 
ISBN: 978-l- l 33-31673-2 

Collins COBUILD Intermediate 
Illustrated Dictionary 

ISBN: 978-1-133-3 l 4 l 5-8 

•:.�-

PRACTICAL 
GRAMMAR 
- --

Level 1 

Practical Grammar Level 1 
ISBN: 978- l-4240-1808-6 

ISBN 978-1-133-31894-1 
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Bridge to 

Pre-intermediate-Intermediate Band 3.5 to 4.5 

Workbook 

Louis Rogers 
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Unit 7 

LISTENING 

1 Put the sentences in order to make a dialogue. 

Elena: Anton, this is Luc. He's from France. 

2 Anton: Nice to meet you, too! I'm from Russia.

3 Luc: I'm a new student, too! 

4 Luc: Are you a new student? 

5 Elena: Hello, Anton! 

6 Elena: I'm fine, thanks. And you?

7 Luc: Hello, Anton. Nice to meet you.

8 Anton: Yes, I am.

9 Anton: I'm very well, thanks. 

10 Anton: Hi, Elena! How are you? 

2 �J] Listen and check. 

II Unit 7 Home

Living /El TS 

INTRODUCING PEOPLE 

1 

2 

Complete the dialogue. Use the words below. 

this is (x2) to meet you you, too 

A: Rochila, 1 
_____ Suleiman. Suleiman, 

2 
_____ Rochila. Rochila's a science 

student, too. 

B: Hi, Suleiman. Nice 3 
____ _ 

C: Hello, Rochila. Nice to meet 4 
____ _ 

�2) Listen and check. 



GRAMMAR 

PRESENT SIMPLE OF BE

1 Rewrite the sentences using the full form. 

1 We're students. 

2 I'm from Germany. 

l They're from Greece. 

4 She's French. 

5 London's in the UK. 

6 I'm her brother. 

2 Correct the mistakes in the sentences. 

1 They isn't in the science department. 

2 Rochila are from Nepal. 

l London are in the USA. It are the capital city of 
England. 

4 I is not from the UAE. 

5 Agnes aren't from China. 

6 She be from Germany. 

3 Match the questions with the short answers 
below. 

1 Is she French? 

2 Are you a new student? 

l Is he from Germany? 

4 Are they on the tour? 

5 Is your name Agnes? 

a Yes, I am. 

b No, she isn't. 

c Yes, they are. 

d Yes, he is. 

e No, it isn't. 

PRONUNCIATION 

VOWEL SOUNDS-lo/ lei/ /ai/

1 �]] Listen to the pronunciation of the words 
inbold. 

/o/ /ei/ /ai/ 

what name I 

fly eye eight 

late not hot 

stop hate my 

2 Read the words in the table. Are they in the 
correct column? Correct any mistakes. 

3 *"]) Listen and check. 

4 �"]) Listen again and repeat the words. 

VOCABULARY 

MAKING FRIENDS 

1 Complete the answers with the words in the box. 

meet chat start go out say 

Let's go and _____ hello to Tom. 

2 I _____ people from my course every 
Friday in the cafe. 

l The easiest way to _____ a conversation in 
England is to talk about the weather. 

4 I _____ with friends after lessons. 

5 I like to _____ to someone new 
every day. 

2 �3) Listen and check. 

Unit l Home D 



Living in halls is an exciting time for 
many students. It is often the first time 
living away from home. 

The rooms are usually quite small. The 
windows are also small so it can be 
quite dark inside. For some students it 
is often too hot, because the heating 
is controlled by the university and not 
the individual student. The beds are 
comfortable, but it is not five-star luxury. 

READING 

Living with lots of other students can 
also be very noisy. 

So why are these dark, uncomfortable 
and noisy rooms popular? They could 
rent a house with friends or get a private 
bedsit or flat, but many students love 
halls. Why? You meet some of the best 
friends you make in your life. It is such 
an exciting time that students quickly 
forget the halls and just have fun 
meeting others from around the world! 

1 'Halls of residence' (or 'Halls') are a type of 
accommodation for students in the UK. Read the 
text and answer the questions. 

Where do most students live before going to 
university? 

2 Why are the rooms sometimes dark? 

3 What can be the problem living with other students? 

4 What other types of accommodation are there for 
students? 

5 Why do students love halls? 

2 Write the opposites of the words below using words 
in bold from the text. 

1 big 

2 bright 

3 cold 

4 comfortable 

5 quiet 

Ill Unit 7 Home
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VOCABULARY 

ADJECTIVES TO DESCRIBE ROOMS 

Complete the descriptions. Use the words below. 

flat untidy house cold student hall comfortable bedsit 

1 I live in a small _____ in Moscow. 

2 My family's _____ is big. 

3 I live in a _____ , everything is in 
one room. 

4 I don't like my _____ because it is much 
smaller than my parent's house. 

5 This chair is very _____ . I could go to 
sleep in it. 

6 This room is -----· Can you put the 
heating on? 

7 How do you study in that bedroom? It's so 
Unit 7 Home D 



LISTENING 

1 Label the pictures with the words in the box. 

bed bookshelves desk lamp 
sofa table window laptop 

2 �� Listen to Vera talking on the phone. Choose the 
correct answers. 

1 Vera is phoning her sister I mother I uncle. 

2 Vera's mum is worried about food I friends I lessons. 

l Vera is living in a flat/ a house I student halls. 

4 Vera's room is picture A I 8.

3 �Kl Listen again and complete the sentences. 

1 There isn' t an _____ or a _____ in 
my room. 

2 There is a _____ in the living room. 

l There is a next to my desk. 

4 There aren't any _____ but there is a 
_____ for my laptop. 

5 There is a _____ in the living room. 

GRAMMAR 

THERE IS I THERE ARE 

1 Complete the sentences with is or are.

There _____ a table in the kitchen. 

2 There _____ two sofas in the living room. 

l There a shop under the flat. 

4 There forty bedrooms in our 
student halls. 

D Unit 7 Home

2 Choose the correct answers. 

1 Is there/ Are there a lot of people in your 
lessons? 

2 Is there I Are there many shops here? 

3 Is there/ Are there a 24-hour computer room 
at the university? 

4 Is there/ Are there many people from Saudi 
Arabia here? 

5 Is there/ Are there a bank near here? 

3 Write sentences to describe the town in the 
map. Use the words in the box with there is/
isn't or there are/aren't.

shopping centre restaurant bank cafe 
supermarket post office doctor's 

Supermarket 

B Shopping centre 
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Irregular verbs 
INFINITIVE PAST SIMPLE PAST PARTICIPLE 

�.ZabanBook.CI
INFINITIVE •• ,:.:� • ·� ,.#1,c,.,

be was/were been let let let 
become became become lie (in bed) lay lain 
begin began /b11gren/ begun /b11gAn/ lie (not tell the truth) lied lied 
bet bet bet lose /lu:z/ lost lost 
bite /bait/ bit bitten /b1t;)n/ make made made 
blow /bl;)u/ blew /blu:/ blown /bl;)un/ mean meant meant 
break broke broken meet met met 
bring brought /br:>:t/ brought pay /pe1/ paid /pe1d/ paid 
build /bild/ built /bilt/ built prove proved proven/proved 
burn burnt burnt P.Ut put put 
buy bought fb:,:tf bought read /ri:d/ read /red/ read /red/ 
catch caught /b:t/ caught ride rode ridden 
choose chose /tj';)uz/ chosen ring rang /rreIJ/ rung /rAIJ/ 
come came come run /un/ ran /rren/ run 
cost cost cost say /se1/ said /sed/ 1said 
cut cut cut see saw /s:,:/ seen 
do did done sell sold sold 
draw /dr:,:/ drew /dru:/ drawn /'dr:,:n/ send sent sent 
dream dreamt dreamt set set set 
drink drank /drreIJk/ drunk /drAIJk/ shoot shot shot 
drive drove driven show showed shown 
eat ate /e1t/ eaten /'i:t;)n/ shut shut shut 
fall /f::>:l/ fell /fel/ fallen /'fa:l;)n/ sing sang /sreIJ/ sung /SAIJ/ 
feel /fi:l/ felt ,'felt/ felt sink sank /sreIJk/ sunk /SAIJk/ 
fight /fa1t/ fought /fat/ fought sit sat sat 
find found /faund/ found sleep slept slept 
flee flew flown slide slid slid 
fly /fla1/ flew /flu:/ flown ,'fl;)un/ speak spoke spoken 
forget forgot spell spelt spelt 
forgive forgave spend spent spent 
freeze froze spoil spoilt spoilt 
get got got spread /spred/ spread spread 
give gave ,given 
go went been/gone 

stand stood "'· stood 
· steal stole 

\ 
stolen 

grow /gr;)u/ grew /gru:/ , grown /gr;)un/ , stick stuck /stAk/ stuck 
hang /hreIJ/ hung /hAIJ/ hung strike ,'stra1k/ struck /stuk/ struck 
have had had swear swore sworn 
hear /hi;)/ heard /h3:d/ heard /h3:d/ swim swam /swrem/ swum /sw11.m/ 
hide hid hidden /'h1d;)n/ take /te1k/ took /tuk/ taken /'te1bn/ 
hit hit hit teach taught /t:,:t/ taught 
hold held held tell told told 
hurt /h3:t/ hurt hurt think thought /0:,:t/ thought 
keep kept kept throw /0r;)u/ threw /0ru:/ thrown /0rdun/ 
know /n-;,u/ knew /nju:/ known /n-;,un/ understand understood understood 
lay /lei/ laid laid wake woke /w-;,uk/ woken /w;)ubn/ 
lead /li:d/ led /led/ led wear /we;)/ wore /w:,:/ worn /w:,:n/ 
learn /13:n/ learnt learnt Win won /wAn/ won 
leave left left write wrote written /'nt-;,n/ 
lend lent lent 
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Bridge to 

Pre-intermediate-Intermediate Band 3.5 to 4.5 

Workbook 

The Bridge to IELTS course is specially designed for students 

planning to take an IELTS preparatory course. The course focuses 

on the General and Academic modules and bridges the gap 

between general English and the IELTS test. The Bridge to IELTS

Workbook helps students: 

• consolidate grammar, vocabulary and pronunciation

• develop reading, writing and listening skills

• improve speaking skills with the Bridge to IELTS feature

• extend exam training with the Exam skills feature

• become more effective learners with the Study skills feature

• extend knowledge of the topics covered in the Student's Book

By successfully completing Bridge to IELTS students will be able 

to move confidently into an IELTS preparation course such as 

Achieve IELTS or IELTS Express. 

NATIONAL 
GEOGRAPHIC 
LEARNING 

-

·-

CENGAGE 

Learning· 

National Geographic Learning, a part of Cengage Learning, publishes materials for 
EFL/ESL, reading and writing, science, social studies, and assessment, spanning 
early childhood through adult. Visit ngl.cengage.com 

Student's Book 

ISBN: 978-1-133-31894-1 

Collins COBUILD Intermediate 
Illustrated Dictionary 

ISBN: 978-1-133-31415-8 

PRACTICAL 
GRAMMAR 
D' fllil atfdJ'cj ftt l!I 

Level 1 

Practical Grammar Level 1

ISBN: 978-1-4240-1808-6 

ISBN 978-1-133-31896-5 
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